reproduction of the original the concept of nature by alfred north whitehead dr olcbee lee schoolofeducation universityofmiami coral gables florida 33124 i remember my excitement and appreciation several years ago when i first read world view theory and science education research by bill cobern 1991 it was a comprehensive theoretical discussion of worldview theory in science education i am delighted to see that cobern has taken the next step to provide empirical accounts of worldview in everyday thoughts about nature the primary goal of the book is to understand how typical ninth grade students and their science teachers think about nature or the natural world and how their thoughts are related to science in pursuing this goal the book raises a basic question about the purpose of science education for the public should science education seek to educate scientific thinkers in the pattern of the science teachers or should science education seek to foster sound science learning within the matrices of various cultural perspectives p 3 the answer to this question becomes clear thanks to cobern s excellent research and persuasive arguments first this research takes a humanistic approach in understanding what students and teachers think about nature through the language and ideas voluntarily expressed p i the research used multi directional prompts and encouraged students and teachers to speak freely and at length in any directions they wished this humanistic approach is stated clearly the research seeks to illuminate some of the various ways in which students think about nature without judging even the most unorthodox perspectives p 14 fools of nature a novel is an unchanged high
quality reprint of the original edition of 1887 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company an exploration of the invisible connections sustaining the entire natural world from the bestselling author of the hidden life of trees did you know that trees can influence the rotation of the earth or that wolves can alter the course of a river or that earthworms control wild boar populations the natural world is a web of intricate connections many of which go unnoticed by humans but it is these connections that maintain nature s finely balanced equilibrium drawing on the latest scientific discoveries and decades of experience as a forester peter wohlleben shows us how different animals plants rivers rocks and weather systems cooperate and what s at stake when these delicate systems are unbalanced peter wohlleben doesn t merely look he sees let s all learn as much from him as we can and quickly rosamund young author of the secret life of cows with 900 full color photographs and illustrations this book takes the reader on a tour of the natural world from appreciating the mechanics of a bird s flight to mass migrations of land mammals to explanations of tsunamis and volcanoes americans have had a long standing love affair with the wilderness as cities grew and frontiers disappeared film emerged to feed an insatiable curiosity about wildlife the camera promised to bring us into contact with the animal world undetected and unarmed yet the camera s penetration of this world has inevitably brought human artifice and technology into the picture as well in the first major analysis of american nature films in the twentieth century gregg mitman shows how our cultural values scientific needs and new technologies produced the images that have shaped our contemporary view of wildlife like the museum and the zoo the nature film
sought to recreate the experience of unspoiled nature while appealing to a popular audience through a blend of scientific research and commercial promotion education and entertainment authenticity and artifice travelogue expedition films like teddy roosevelt s african safari catered to upper and middle class patrons who were intrigued by the exotic and entertained by the thrill of big game hunting and collecting the proliferation of nature movies and television shows in the 1950s such as disney s true life adventures and marlin perkins s wild kingdom made nature familiar and accessible to america s baby boom generation fostering the environmental activism of the latter part of the twentieth century reel nature reveals the shifting conventions of nature films and their enormous impact on our perceptions of and politics about the environment whether crafted to elicit thrills or to educate audiences about the real life drama of threatened wildlife nature films then and now reveal much about the yearnings of americans to be both close to nature and yet distinctly apart humanity is a part of nature yet every thinking person at one time or another asks herself or himself how did we get here what makes me different from the rest of nature in the course of nature an artist and a scientist ask those questions with full respect for all contexts both scientific and not amy pollack s figures stand on their own as elegant summaries of one or another aspect of nature and our place in it robert pollack s one page essays for each illustration lay out the underlying scientific issues along with the overarching moral context for these issues together the authors have created a door into nature for the non scientist and a door into the separate question of what is right for both the scientist and the rest of us this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
While John McPhee was working on his previous book Rising from the Plains he happened to walk by the engineering building at the University of Wyoming where words etched in limestone said Strive. On the control of nature is won, not given in the morning sunlight. That central phrase, the control of nature, seemed to sparkle with unintended ambiguity. Bilateral symmetrical. It could with equal speed travel in opposite directions for some years he had been planning a book about places in the world where people have been engaged in all-out battles with nature. About in the words of the book itself, any struggle against natural forces heroic or venal, rash or well advised. When human beings conscript themselves to fight against the earth to take what is not given to rout the destroying enemy to surround the base of Mt. Olympus demanding and expecting the surrender of the gods. His interest had first been sparked when he went into the Atchafalaya, the largest river swamp in North America and had learned that virtually all of its waters were metered and rationed by a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project called Old River Control in the natural cycles of the Mississippi's deltaic plain the time had come for the Mississippi to change course to shift its mouth more than a hundred miles and go down the Atchafalaya. One of its distributary branches. The United States could not afford that for New Orleans, Baton Rouge and all the industries that lie between would be cut off from river commerce with the rest of the nation at a place called Old River. The corps therefore had built a great fortress part dam, part valve to restrain the flow of the Atchafalaya and compel the Mississippi to stay where it is. In Iceland in 1973, an island split open without warning and huge volumes of lava began moving in the direction of a harbor scarcely half a
mile away it was not only Iceland’s premier fishing port accounting for a large percentage of Iceland’s export economy but it was also the only harbor along the nation’s southern coast as the lava threatened to fill the harbor and wipe it out a physicist named Thorbjorn Sigurgeirsson suggested a way to fight against the flowing red rock initiating an all out endeavor unique in human history on the big island of Hawaii one of the world’s two must eruptive hot spots people are not unmindful of the Icelandic example McPhee went to Hawaii to talk with them and to walk beside the edges of a molten lake and incandescent rivers some of the more expensive real estate in Los Angeles is up against mountains that are rising and disintegrating as rapidly as any in the world after a complex coincidence of natural events boulders will flow out of these mountains like fish eggs mixed with mud sand and smaller rocks in a cascading mass known as debris flow plucking up trees and cars bursting through doors and windows filling up houses to their eaves debris flows threaten the lives of people living in and near Los Angeles famous canyons at extraordinary expense the city has built a hundred and fifty stadium like basins in a daring effort to catch the debris taking us deep into these contested territories McPhee details the strategies and tactics through which people attempt to control nature most striking in his vivid depiction of the main contestants nature in complex and awesomelyguises and those who would attempt to wrest control from her stubborn often ingenious and always arresting characters this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy environmental destruction animal abuse and widespread indifference toward plants and elemental systems demand that a human centric view of the world be permanently dismantled but once it is what functional hierarchies take its place if any this volume brings Alfred North Whitehead’s process relational worldview into conversation with deeper empirical
perspectives on science and religion with activist and deconstructive philosophies with South Asian and
indigenous traditions and with art and ethical theory to ignite new nonviolent experiments in thought and
action adequate for our current buzzing planetary multiplicity this first anthology of its kind presents the
wonder passion and inspiration of diverse writings about the natural world starting from earliest times
encompassing nature integrates a wide range of texts mythical religious poetic philosophical and scientific
chosen for variety literary quality and historical importance this landmark work broadens the frame of
reference for nature writing the concept of nature reissued on the tenth anniversary of its publication this
classic work on our environmental crisis features a new introduction by the author reviewing both the
progress and ground lost in the fight to save the earth this impassioned plea for radical and life renewing
change is today still considered a groundbreaking work in environmental studies McKibben s argument that
the survival of the globe is dependent on a fundamental philosophical shift in the way we relate to nature is
more relevant than ever McKibben writes of our earth s environmental cataclysm addressing such core issues
as the greenhouse effect acid rain and the depletion of the ozone layer his new introduction addresses some of
the latest environmental issues that have risen during the 1990s the book also includes an invaluable new
appendix of facts and figures that surveys the progress of the environmental movement more than simply a
handbook for survival or a doomsday catalog of scientific prediction this classic soulful lament on nature is
required reading for nature enthusiasts activists and concerned citizens alike contents preface introduction
part i chapter i the sikkim himalaya the sacred ganges a beneficent power beauty of the plains first sight of
the himalaya chapter ii the teesta valley mystery of the forest the gorges sequestered glens chapter iii the
forest butterflies ferns orchids flower friends rhododendrons temperate vegetation primulas artic vegetation
the range of vegetation chapter iv the denizens of the forest butterflies moths birds reptiles mammals animal
beauty primitive man higher races chapter v the sum impression two views of nature variety of life intensity
of life the battle of life adaptation and selection purposiveness purposeful structures interdependence
organising activity gradation care of offspring the activity not mechanical but spiritual nature s end a
common aspiration chapter vi kinchinjunga the foothills darjiling a vision of the mountain full view mountain
grandeur dawn on the mountain sunset on the mountain chapter vii high solitudes kashmir barren mountains
dazzling peaks purity of beauty chapter viii the heavens desert sunsets tibetan sunsets the stars the whole
universe our home a heavenly presence chapter ix home beauty one s own country woman s beauty love and
beauty their divine source wedding divine union the inmost heart of nature chapter x the nature of nature a
spiritual background purpose in nature higher beings no confining plan immanent spirit collective personality
england a person nature a person moved by an ideal the ideal in plants the ideal in animals the ideal in the
world chapter xi nature s ideal battling with physical nature battling with man in tune with nature at the heart
of the universe is love divine fellowship is nature s ideal chapter xii the heart of nature picturing the ideal the
ideal man man and woman perfecting the ideal discipline necessary leadership nature s method our own
responsibility the lovability of nature god at the heart of nature part ii natural beauty and geography
presidential address to the royal geographical society an address to the union society of university college
london originally published in 1969 in defense of nature is an eloquent and prescient plea on behalf of the
natural world devoid of sentimentality yet lyrical and deeply moving in its portrayals of our despoliation of
nature hay s classic work is now available to a new generation of readers participates in an intellectual history
of ecology while prompting a re evaluation of nature in the early modern period this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this book considers how nature in both its biological and environmental manifestations has been invoked as a dynamic force in human history it shows how historians philosophers geographers anthropologists and scientists have used ideas of nature to explain the evolution of cultures to understand cultural difference and to justify or condemn colonization slavery and racial superiority it examines the central part that ideas of environmental and biological determinism have played in theory and describes how these ideas have served in different ways at different times as instruments of authority identity and defiance the book shows how powerful and problematic the invocation of nature can be mabey has brought together a sampler of some of the greatest writings on nature ever penned this collection contains passages from aristotle and aesop as well as excerpts from the great romantic writers william wordsworth and samuel coleridge writings by charles darwin henry david thoreau and george audubon are also featured this is a new release of the original 1893 edition text and accompanying photographs provide an array of viewpoints on the natural world art of nature is an astonishing visual record of the exploration of parts of the natural world that had never previously been documented it features many of the greatest natural history artists of the last 300 years merian bartram ehret the bauer brothers audubon and gould some were seeking fame as scientists or artists others sought financial gain or at least the prospect of earning a living in what they loved doing for some it also provided them with the opportunity to present their view of nature to a wider community whatever the reasons few would have contradicted humboldt s
comment that he was spurred on by an uncertain longing for what is distant and unknown for whatever excited my fantasy danger at sea the desire for adventures to be transported from a boring daily life to a marvellous world continent by continent judith magee draws on the unrivalled collections of the library of the natural history museum to illustrate the development of natural history art through the centuries and its crucial role in furthering people's appreciation of nature all around the world book jacket the idea of a balance of nature has been a dominant part of western philosophy since before aristotle and it persists in the public imagination and even among some ecologists today in this lively and thought provoking book john kricher demonstrates that nature in fact is not in balance nor has it ever been at any stage in earth's history he explains how and why this notion of a natural world in balance has endured for so long and he shows why in these times of extraordinary human influence on the planet's ecosystems it is critical that we accept and understand that evolution is a fact of life and that ecology is far more dynamic than we ever imagined the balance of nature traces the fascinating history of the science of ecology and evolutionary biology from the discipline's early innovators to the advent of darwin and evolution to the brilliant and inquisitive scientific minds of today blending insights and entertaining stories from his own remarkable life in science kricher reveals how evolution is a powerful engine that drives ecological change how nature is constantly in flux and in effect quite naturally out of balance and how notions to the contrary are misguided and ultimately hazardous to us all the balance of nature forcefully argues that an understanding of the dynamic nature of ecology and evolution is essential to formulating policies of environmental ethics to guide humanity toward a more responsible stewardship of our planet's ecosystems this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant called noah’s ark by an oxford university scientist the sai sanctuary is an example of how nature exists on a delicate balance you cannot destroy nature and you cannot rearrange it without serious consequences to your existence coming from two rich wisdom cultures one native american and one indian pamela and anil malhotra made it their mission to salvage what they could in kodagu kerala where years of coffee growing had ravaged and denuded the land today in its near original form this sanctuary boasts a rich variety of indigenous trees and plants as well as numerous rare and threatened species of animals some found nowhere else on the planet in this deeply fascinating and inspiring personal journey pamela recounts how she connected and communicated with animals and trees both at a physical and spiritual level and how understanding and preservation of nature is the only way to save mankind having access to natural green spaces is vital to our physical and mental wellbeing but as urban development spreads grey has become the new green already concrete outweighs every tree bush and shrub on earth nature deprivation is a fast growing epidemic harming the health and happiness of hundreds of millions of people worldwide especially vulnerable and marginalized groups to combat this nature is a human right founded by ellen miles in 2020 is working to make access to green space a recognized right for all not a privilege this ebook has taken root from the mission and vision of the campaign bringing together a collection of engaging essays interviews and exercises curated by ellen from a selection of its expert
ambassadors and supporters including authors artists scientists human rights experts television presenters ted speakers and climate activists through each contributor we discover a new perspective on why contact with nature should be a protected human right journeying through personal narratives on mental health disability racism environmental inequality creativity innovation and activism this is a captivating and enlightening collection of original writing and ideas that highlights the importance of nature the threats of nature deprivation and the work that needs to be done to make our global future happier healthier and more equal

The Concept of Nature 2018-04-05 reproduction of the original the concept of nature by alfred north whitehead
Everyday Thoughts about Nature 2000-06-30 dr olcbee lee schoolofeducation universityofmiami coral gables florida 33124 i remember my excitement and appreciation several years ago when i first read world view theory and science education research by bill cobern 1991 it was a comprehensive theoretical discussion of worldview theory in science education i am delighted to see that cobern has taken the next step to provide empirical accounts of worldview in everyday thoughts about nature the primary goal of the book is to understand how typical ninth grade students and their science teachers think about nature or the natural world and how their thoughts are related to science in pursuing this goal the book raises a basic question about the purpose of science education for the public should science education seek to educate scientific thinkers in the pattern of the science teachers or should science education seek to foster sound science learning within the matrices of various cultural perspectives p 3 the answer to this question becomes clear thanks to cobern s excellent research and persuasive arguments first this research takes a humanistic approach in understanding what students and teachers think about nature through the language and ideas voluntarily expressed p i the research used multi directional prompts and encouraged students and teachers to speak freely and at length in any directions they wished this humanistic approach is stated clearly the research seeks to illuminate some of
the various ways in which students think about nature without judging even the most unorthodox perspectives.

Fools of Nature 2017-04-21 fools of nature a novel is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1887 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

Literature of Nature 1998 first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Philosophy of Nature 1860 an exploration of the invisible connections sustaining the entire natural world from the bestselling author of the hidden life of trees did you know that trees can influence the rotation of the earth or that wolves can alter the course of a river or that earthworms control wild boar populations the natural world is a web of intricate connections many of which go unnoticed by humans but it is these connections that maintain nature's finely balanced equilibrium drawing on the latest scientific discoveries and decades of experience as a forester peter wohlleben shows us how different animals plants rivers rocks and weather systems cooperate and what's at stake when these delicate systems are unbalanced peter wohlleben doesn't merely look he sees let's all learn as much from him as we can and quickly rosamund young author of the secret life of cows

The Secret Network of Nature 2018-09-27 with 900 full color photographs and illustrations this book takes the reader on a tour of the natural world from appreciating the mechanics of a bird's flight to mass migrations of land mammals to explanations of tsunamis and volcanoes

The Amazing Secrets of Nature 2004 americans have had a long standing love affair with the wilderness as
cities grew and frontiers disappeared film emerged to feed an insatiable curiosity about wildlife the camera promised to bring us into contact with the animal world undetected and unarmed yet the camera’s penetration of this world has inevitably brought human artifice and technology into the picture as well in the first major analysis of american nature films in the twentieth century gregg mitman shows how our cultural values scientific needs and new technologies produced the images that have shaped our contemporary view of wildlife like the museum and the zoo the nature film sought to recreate the experience of unspoiled nature while appealing to a popular audience through a blend of scientific research and commercial promotion education and entertainment authenticity and artifice travelogue expedition films like teddy roosevelt’s african safari catered to upper and middle class patrons who were intrigued by the exotic and entertained by the thrill of big game hunting and collecting the proliferation of nature movies and television shows in the 1950s such as disney’s true life adventures and marlin perkins’s wild kingdom made nature familiar and accessible to america’s baby boom generation fostering the environmental activism of the latter part of the twentieth century reel nature reveals the shifting conventions of nature films and their enormous impact on our perceptions of and politics about the environment whether crafted to elicit thrills or to educate audiences about the real life drama of threatened wildlife nature films then and now reveal much about the yearnings of americans to be both close to nature and yet distinctly apart

Ways of Nature 1924 humanity is a part of nature yet every thinking person at one time or another asks herself or himself how did we get here what makes me different from the rest of nature in the course of nature an artist and a scientist ask those questions with full respect for all contexts both scientific and not amy pollack’s figures stand on their own as elegant summaries of one or another aspect of nature and our place in it robert pollack’s one page essays for each illustration lay out the underlying scientific issues along with the overarching moral context for these issues together the authors have created a door into nature for the non scientist and a door into the separate question of what is right for both the scientist and the rest of us
The gallery of nature: a tour through creation 1860 while john mcphee was working on his previous book rising from the plains he happened to walk by the engineering building at the university of wyoming where words etched in limestone said strive on the control of nature is won not given in the morning sunlight that central phrase the control of nature seemed to sparkle with unintended ambiguity bilateral symmetrical it could with equal speed travel in opposite directions for some years he had been planning a book about places in the world where people have been engaged in all out battles with nature about in the words of the book itself any struggle against natural forces heroic or venal rash or well advised when human beings conscript themselves to fight against the earth to take what is not given to rout the destroying enemy to surround the base of mt olympus demanding and expecting the surrender of the gods his interest had first been sparked when he went into the atchafalaya the largest river swamp in north america and had learned that virtually all of its waters were metered and rationed by a u s army corps of engineers project called old river control in the natural cycles of the mississippi s deltaic plain the time had come for the mississippi to change course to shift
its mouth more than a hundred miles and go down the atchafalaya one of its distributary branches the united states could not afford that for new orleans baton rouge and all the industries that lie between would be cut off from river commerce with the rest of the nation at a place called old river the corps therefore had built a great fortress part dam part valve to restrain the flow of the atchafalaya and compel the mississippi to stay where it is in iceland in 1973 an island split open without warning and huge volumes of lava began moving in the direction of a harbor scarcely half a mile away it was not only iceland’s premier fishing port accounting for a large percentage of iceland’s export economy but it was also the only harbor along the nation’s southern coast as the lava threatened to fill the harbor and wipe it out a physicist named thorbjorn sigurgeirsson suggested a way to fight against the flowing red rock initiating an all out endeavor unique in human history on the big island of hawaii one of the world’s two most eruptive hot spots people are not unmindful of the icelandic example mcphee went to hawaii to talk with them and to walk beside the edges of a molten lake and incandescent rivers some of the more expensive real estate in los angeles is up against mountains that are rising and disintegrating as rapidly as any in the world after a complex coincidence of natural events boulders will flow out of these mountains like fish eggs mixed with mud sand and smaller rocks in a cascading mass known as debris flow plucking up trees and cars bursting through doors and windows filling up houses to their eaves debris flows threaten the lives of people living in and near los angeles famous canyons at extraordinary expense the city has built a hundred and fifty stadium like basins in a daring effort to catch the debris taking us deep into these contested territories mcphee details the strategies and tactics through which people attempt to control nature most striking in his vivid depiction of the main contestants nature in complex and awesomenguises and those who would attempt to wrest control from her stubborn often ingenious and always arresting characters

The Course of Nature 2014-08-13 this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the
way the author intended since the original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy

The Scale of Nature 1970 environmental destruction animal abuse and widespread indifference toward plants and elemental systems demand that a human centric view of the world be permanently dismantled but once it is what functional hierarchies take its place if any this volume brings alfred north whiteheadâ™s process relational worldview into conversation with deeper empirical perspectives on science and religion with activist and de constructive philosophies with south asian and indigenous traditions and with art and ethical theory to ignite new nonviolent experiments in thought and action adequate for our current buzzing planetary multiplicity

The Book of Nature 1826 this first anthology of its kind presents the wonder passion and inspiration of diverse writings about the natural world starting from earliest times encompassing nature integrates a wide range of texts mythical religious poetic philosophical and scientific chosen for variety literary quality and historical importance this landmark work broadens the frame of reference for nature writing

The Typical Character of Nature, Or, All Nature a Divine Symbol 2015-08-31 the concept of nature

The Class Book of Nature 1838 reissued on the tenth anniversary of its publication this classic work on our environmental crisis features a new introduction by the author reviewing both the progress and ground lost in the fight to save the earth this impassioned plea for radical and life renewing change is today still considered a groundbreaking work in environmental studies mckibbenâ€™s argument that the survival of the globe is dependent on a fundamental philosophical shift in the way we relate to nature is more relevant than ever mckibben writes of our earthâ€™s environmental cataclysm addressing such core issues as the greenhouse effect acid rain and the depletion of the ozone layer his new introduction addresses some of the latest environmental issues that have risen during the 1990s the book also includes an invaluable new appendix of facts and
figures that surveys the progress of the environmental movement more than simply a handbook for survival or a doomsday catalog of scientific prediction this classic soulful lament on nature is required reading for nature enthusiasts activists and concerned citizens alike

The Control of Nature 1989 contents preface introduction part i chapter i the sikkim himalaya the sacred ganges a beneficent power beauty of the plains first sight of the himalaya chapter ii the teesta valley mystery of the forest the gorges sequestered glens chapter iii the forest butterflies ferns orchids flower friends rhododendrons temperate vegetation primulas artic vegetation the range of vegetation chapter iv the denizens of the forest butterflies moths birds reptiles mammals animal beauty primitive man higher races chapter v the sum impression two views of nature variety of life intensity of life the battle of life adaptation and selection purposiveness purposeful structures interdependence organising activity gradation care of offspring the activity not mechanical but spiritual nature s end a common aspiration chapter vi kinchinjunga the foothills darjiling a vision of the mountain full view mountain grandeur dawn on the mountain sunset on the mountain chapter vii high solitudes kashmir barren mountains dazzling peaks purity of beauty chapter viii the heavens desert sunsets tibetan sunsets the stars the whole universe our home a heavenly presence chapter ix home beauty one s own country woman s beauty love and beauty their divine source wedding divine union the inmost heart of nature chapter x the nature of nature a spiritual background purpose in nature higher beings no confining plan immanent spirit collective personality england a person nature a person moved by an ideal the ideal in plants the ideal in animals the ideal in the world chapter xi nature s ideal battling with physical nature battling with man in tune with nature at the heart of the universe is love divine fellowship is nature s ideal chapter xii the heart of nature picturing the ideal the ideal man man and woman perfecting the ideal discipline necessary leadership nature s method our own responsibility the lovability of nature god at the heart of nature part ii natural beauty and geography presidential address to the royal geographical society an address to the union society of university college london
Traits of Nature a Novel 2019-08-06 originally published in 1969 in defense of nature is an eloquent and prescient plea on behalf of the natural world devoid of sentimentality yet lyrical and deeply moving in its portrayals of our despoliation of nature hay s classic work is now available to a new generation of readers Beyond the Bifurcation of Nature 2014 participates in an intellectual history of ecology while prompting a reevaluation of nature in the early modern period

Encompassing Nature 1998 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Concept of Nature 2011-12-09 this book considers how nature in both its biological and environmental manifestations has been invoked as a dynamic force in human history it shows how historians philosophers geographers anthropologists and scientists have used ideas of nature to explain the evolution of cultures to understand cultural difference and to justify or condemn colonization slavery and racial superiority it examines the central part that ideas of environmental and biological determinism have played in theory and describes how these ideas have served in different ways at different times as instruments of authority identity and defiance the book shows how powerful and problematic the invocation of nature can be
The End of Nature 2006-06-13 mabey has brought together a sampler of some of the greatest writings on nature ever penned this collection contains passages from aristotle and aesop as well as excerpts from the great romantic writers william wordsworth and samuel coleridge writings by charles darwin henry david thoreau and george audubon are also featured

The Heart of Nature; Or, The Quest for Natural Beauty 2024-01-03 this is a new release of the original 1893 edition

In Defense of Nature 2007-08-15 text and accompanying photographs provide an array of viewpoints on the natural world

The Concept of Nature in Early Modern English Literature 2019-02-14 art of nature is an astonishing visual record of the exploration of parts of the natural world that had never previously been documented it features many of the greatest natural history artists of the last 300 years merian bartram ehret the bauer brothers audubon and gould some were seeking fame as scientists or artists others sought financial gain or at least the prospect of earning a living in what they loved doing for some it also provided them with the opportunity to present their view of nature to a wider community whatever the reasons few would have contradicted humboldt s comment that he was spurred on by an uncertain longing for what is distant and unknown for whatever excited my fantasy danger at sea the desire for adventures to be transported from a boring daily life to a marvellous world continent by continent judith magee draws on the unrivalled collections of the library of the natural history museum to illustrate the development of natural history art through the centuries and its crucial role in furthering people s appreciation of nature all around the world

book jacket

CONCEPT OF NATURE 2016-08-25 the idea of a balance of nature has been a dominant part of western philosophy since before aristotle and it persists in the public imagination and even among some ecologists today in this lively and thought provoking book john kricher demonstrates that nature in fact is not in balance
nor has it ever been at any stage in earth’s history he explains how and why this notion of a natural world in balance has endured for so long and he shows why in these times of extraordinary human influence on the planet’s ecosystems it is critical that we accept and understand that evolution is a fact of life and that ecology is far more dynamic than we ever imagined the balance of nature traces the fascinating history of the science of ecology and evolutionary biology from the discipline’s early innovators to the advent of darwin and evolution to the brilliant and inquisitive scientific minds of today blending insights and entertaining stories from his own remarkable life in science kricher reveals how evolution is a powerful engine that drives ecological change how nature is constantly in flux and in effect quite naturally out of balance and how notions to the contrary are misguided and ultimately hazardous to us all the balance of nature forcefully argues that an understanding of the dynamic nature of ecology and evolution is essential to formulating policies of environmental ethics to guide humanity toward a more responsible stewardship of our planet’s ecosystems

*Problem of Nature* 1996-10-08 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
FRIENDSHIP OF NATURE 2016-08-26 called noah s ark by an oxford university scientist the sai sanctuary is an example of how nature exists on a delicate balance you cannot destroy nature and you cannot rearrange it without serious consequences to your existence coming from two rich wisdom cultures one native american and one indian pamela and anil malhotra made it their mission to salvage what they could in kodagu kerala where years of coffee growing had ravaged and denuded the land today in its near original form this sanctuary boasts a rich variety of indigenous trees and plants as well as numerous rare and threatened species of animals some found nowhere else on the planet in this deeply fascinating and inspiring personal journey pamela recounts how she connected and communicated with animals and trees both at a physical and spiritual level and how understanding and preservation of nature is the only way to save mankind

The Oxford Book of Nature Writing 1995 having access to natural green spaces is vital to our physical and mental wellbeing but as urban development spreads grey has become the new green already concrete outweighs every tree bush and shrub on earth nature deprivation is a fast growing epidemic harming the health and happiness of hundreds of millions of people worldwide especially vulnerable and marginalized groups to combat this nature is a human right founded by ellen miles in 2020 is working to make access to green space a recognized right for all not a privilege this ebook has taken root from the mission and vision of the campaign bringing together a collection of engaging essays interviews and exercises curated by ellen from a selection of its expert ambassadors and supporters including authors artists scientists human rights experts television presenters ted speakers and climate activists through each contributor we discover a new perspective on why contact with nature should be a protected human right journeying through personal narratives on mental health disability racism environmental inequality creativity innovation and activism this is a captivating and enlightening collection of original writing and ideas that highlights the importance of nature the threats of nature deprivation and the work that needs to be done to make our global future happier
healthier and more equal

**The gallery of nature: a pictorial and descriptive tour through creation ...** A new edition, carefully revised 1880

**The Interpretation of Nature** 2014-03
*The Nature of Nature* 1994

**Art of Nature** 2009
*The Balance of Nature* 2009-04-27

**The Favourite of Nature** 2016-05-23

*Nature and Life* 1875

**From the Heart of Nature** 2022-01-24

*The Poetry of Nature* 1867

**The Concept of Nature. (Second Impression.).** 1957

*Nature Is A Human Right* 2022-02-03

**Views of Nature** 1850
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